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STAK and the Haystack: the 
auteur and the Stream

Abstract

Just four months before Stak died, another Stack was born. Facebook’s Haystack 
was the rapidly expanding social network’s solution to a new problem: distributed 
imaging or imagining, what we might call imag(in)ing. Facebook’s servers were 
struggling under the weight of millions of photographs and image searches. 
Haystack was the engineers’ solution. At the moment one of the great imaging 
auteurs was leaving us, a new scopic regime was taking off. And now six years later 
we, and the imaging industries - including advertising -  are dealing with the fallout. 
Stak famously imag(in)ed BMW. He had the vision, the technology and the access to 
create a singular image and imaginary for the car company. Now a simple image 
search delivers countless visions of BMW, streams of imaginaries. That stream is 
dependent on the sort of technologies and material infrastructures Stak may have 
seen -  if he followed engineering blogs - but also on a new networked and 
distributed scopic regime, a new visual culture that challenges the very basis of the 
industry and aesthetic that Stak was steeped in.

This paper takes that moment in 2009 as a starting point to explore that scopic 
regime as an issue for Stak’s industry, for students and for our understanding of 
imag(in)ing. Drawing on Martin Jay’s use of the ‘scopic regime’ as way of exploring 
the wider governmental relations in play in ways of seeing, the first part of the paper 
maps the new distributed regime developing in 2009 and since, as a challenge to the 
idea of the “advertising photographer” as auteur. Beginning with Haystack and the 
TwitPic image of the plane on the Hudson in 2009, the paper moves to the launch of 
Instagram in 2010 and onto the iPhone 6 campaign of 2015. Each moment is 
explored in terms of what it tells us about the materiality of imag(in)ing; 
governmentally and the position of the imager. 

The second part of the paper engages in a form of practice-research by live-coding a 
BMW distributed imag(in)ing machine. Through a simple imag(in)ing mashup that 
pulls images of “BMW” from the Instagram stream of live imag(in)ing, the paper uses 
practice to explore the same issues of materiality, governmentality and authorship.

The paper concludes by asking what the next Stak will be like and how we as 
educators look to train them.
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2009 was a pivotal year for photography. In June, that old media giant Kodak 
announced the death of Kodachrome. In August, that old media giant Campaign 
announced the death of Stak and in June that new media giant Facebook 
announced the birth of Haystack. 

Kodachrome was an archetypal medium, an icon. Paul Simon famously sang: “They 
give us those nice bright colors. They give us the greens of summers. Makes you 
think all the world’s a sunny day. ... So, Mama, don’t take my Kodachrome away.” 
This was the film of William Eggleston and many Hollywood, fashion and advertising 
photographers.  More real than real (as Baudrillard might say), Kodachrome 
saturated the world in hi resolution (the equivalent of 20 megapixels) and recorded it 
for posterity.The yellow dye, the least stable, would suffer a 20% loss of dye in 185 
years. In 2009, Kodak announced its death. It would no longer be making the film. 
We could still send our rolls in for processing in their iconic orange envelopes for 
another year [STORY] but the world was digital now - even if, as history shows 
Kodak realised too late.

Stak was an archetypal photographer, an auteur. When he died, Campaign simply 
said: “Stak, the former advertising photographer and commercials director, has died 
at his home in Italy, aged 64. His most famous work includes the "shaken not stirred" 
print ad for BMW and the award-winning "front combing" Hamlet cigars commercial 
for Collett Dickenson Pearce.” Here images are “his most famous work”, work “for” 
clients in the manner of a renaissance painter commissioned by a benefactor 
seeking a singular vision. As we have been hearing today, Stak was more than a 
photographer, he instituted a ways of seeing, he was to borrow a term from film - an 
auteur.

Facebook may now be an archetype but in 2009 it was new. Just three years old in 
terms of public access and like any toddler beginning to realise what it was capable 
of and the extent of its limitations. Faced with a massive number of images with all 
their data and surveillance power, being uploaded every day, and the danger that the 
site would slow down and so antagonise its users, Zuckerberg asked his engineers 
to come up with a more efficient storage system. In 2009 they came back with 
Haystack.

It is possible to see, even from Facebook’s own publicity, the importance of photos to 
the business. As it announced Haystack in 2009, Facebook  said: 

“users have uploaded over 15 billion photos which makes Facebook the biggest photo 
sharing website. For each uploaded photo, Facebook generates and stores four images of 
different sizes, which translates to a total of 60 billion images and 1.5PB of storage. The 
current growth rate is 220 million new photos per week, which translates to 25TB of additional 
storage consumed weekly.”

The most recent figures show the total number of uploaded Facebook photos is 250 
billion with 350 million photos uploaded daily or 243,055 new photos every minute. 
Instagram has 300 million users with 70 million photos and videos sent daily.

All of this is of course great for Facebook whose business depends on building and 
then monetising the Social Graph - the network of connections and content 
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relationships that photos and in particular the tagging of photographs encourage. 
Tagging has always been important to Facebook. Bret Taylor, formerly co-creator of 
Google Maps and the Google Maps API, CEO of FriendFeed and now CTO at 
Facebook said: 

“Facebook Photos [...] was not a great photo product by any standard measure. There were 
no original-sized photos. There was no printing. It wasn’t developed like a traditional photo 
service. It just had this core piece of functionality - tagging - that made it the biggest photo 
product on the web (Cutler, 2010, n.p.) “ As Goncalo Ribeiro puts it: “Static pictures have 
essentially been made social” 

The problem comes if all of those images don’t pop onto walls and up in searches as 
instantly as social media users demand. 

Stak had an archive - a collection of Kodachromes and contact sheets, negatives 
and prints. He probably had a filing system too to enable him to find the slide or 
negative. Heh, he may well have kept that filing system on a computer. He was 
probably dealing with thousands of images. Facebook, even in 2009, was dealing 
with billions. Stak and his assistants were probably the only ones searching. On 
Facebook there are millions of us searching at the same time. And what we search is 
metadata, the tags we and others have added, the locations and names and data 
about data. It is this metadata that Facebook connects and then uses to target ads. 

A key element in the commercial and governmental success of Facebook as a 
practice is that the ordering and connecting, the generating of new relationships 
happens as seamlessly, transparently and quickly as possible by “dramatically 
reducing the memory used for filesystem metadata, thereby making it practical to 
keep all this metadata in main memory”.
The secret to effective photo storage and retrieval and so running of the “relationship 
engine” is metadata - creating, finding and serving scopic data points to enable new 
relationships. What Facebook’s Timeline, tagging and other relationship services and 
practices do is deal with metadata. Users connect “images-taken-on-my-birthday”, 
“images-tagged- with-Charlie’s name”, “images-in-my-eBook-album”. This metadata 
can be organised, connected and governed, by me or by software. The key problem 
for Facebook and the most important aspect of Haystack, is managing or governing 
that metadata as a way not only of finding and serving images but also enabling 
relationships. The engineers identified that the existing system was slowing down 
because of the amount of (governmental) metadata associated with each image-
object and the financial, storage and speed of access costs involved in having to 
access all that metadata each time an image was searched for or rendered. Their 
solution was to “keep[..] all metadata in main memory, which we make practical by 
dramatically reducing the per photo metadata necessary to find a photo on disk” . By 
making image objects in the system easier to find, resources could be saved for the 
social metadata that enables the relationship engine to function and new 
governmental relationships to be set in motion. 

On a user’s domestic photo management system such as iPhoto, Aperture, 
Lightroom or Google’s Picassa, each photo-object is stored as a separate file - 
visually apparent in the PC’s directory structure or Finder. This results in a lot of 
metadata. Each image has its own location as well as any other metadata (time of 
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creation, time of modification, owner etc). With a small- scale archive on a PC, this is 
not a huge problem. On a social archive, it is. Facebook needs to keep that 
metadata in memory to allow quick and easy access and connection. Haystack’s 
solution was to store multiple photos in a single file and therefore maintains very 
large files. The system then works with “needles” and “index records”. “Each needle 
represents a photo stored in Haystack” (ibid p. 6) complete with the metadata 
supplied at upload. Searches however are not on the metadata in the JPEG-
encoded files or even the needles but on an index record. Space and computing 
power is used to connect those objects, set up governmental relations. In simple 
terms, each discrete photo is mapped to a needle which is in turn mapped to an 
index record. Each mapping makes the data smaller, more manageable and more 
connectable.

Back to 2009. Just as Haystack was launching and Stak and Kodachrome were 
leaving us, a plane crash landed on the Hudson river in New York. Janis Krums was 
on a commuter ferry that went to rescue the passengers walking along the wings. 
Krums took a photograph. And his first thought was to share it with his 170 friends on 
Twitter. ‘I posted it because I thought ‘That’s pretty newsworthy’ and I wanted to 
share it with the people who follow me on Twitter,’ he said. The photograph was 
picked up by the mainstream as well as social media (his number of followers grew 
to 10,000 and the TwitPic servers crashed as people crowded to see the image. 
Ironically, now Krums has moved from TwitPic to Instagram… now owned by… 
Facebook.

The miracle on the Hudson image was a news not an advertising image (unless you 
consider it an advert for citizen media and Twitter). But it is an example of new 
scopic regime and a new subject position: the imager, two shifts that Stak never lived 
to see but we who look to follow in his footsteps have to deal with.

The concept ‘scopic regime’ can be traced back to film scholar Christian Metz who 
wanted to highlight the difference between cinema and theatre. Martin Jay took the 
idea on in his discussion of “several, perhaps competing” scopic regimes of 
modernity. Drawing on Foucault’s accounts of power-knowledge, Jay looked at how 
ways of seeing (including technologies of seeing) set in motion powerful ways of 
organising information and experience - powerful ways of imagining. Jay discusses 
how Cartesian perspective changed our view of the world, of God and and of our 
position as viewer. He maps 17th century Dutch painting’s ‘discrete particularity of 
visual experience’ and emphasis on description as enfolded with particular class 
formations and political economic shifts. For Jay ways of seeing are historical and 
powerful. The same goes for the sort of sharing, networked ways of seeing we see in 
2009.

Scopic regimes are a way of mapping the complex interplay of imagining and 
imaging: what I call imag(in)ing. Maybe 2009 was a moment in the birth of 
networked, mobile imag(in)ing.

Stak was a photographer. A professional. He had the power and Subject position 
because of his technical skill (a necessity in a scopic regime of film and print and 
manual cameras) and because of his imagination; his way of seeing; his authority. 
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He has an exhibition. We are here discussing his work because of that Subject 
position, that status as auteur. He was one of the scopic few. He was a 
photographer. 

Janis Krums was not a photographer. He was not even an amateur photographer. 
He just had a phone. He didn’t take photographs or even snaps. He just imaged. The 
millions of us uploading imaginings to the Haystack are not photographers. We don’t 
take photographs or snaps, we  image and imagine our world - our meal, our night in 
the pub, our cat, ourselves. There are not even millions of photographers, each their 
own auteur and voice. The networked scopic regime means that I am not the Subject 
of imag(in)ing, the network is. The network is the imager. Haystack shows us that the 
network, the relationship engine is the new powerful imagineer.

Let’s use practice-research to explore this new network scopic regime, this new 
Subject: the network imager.

This is one of Stak’s most famous photographs. “His most famous work” as 
Campaign had it. He took it. He created it. He was the author. Stak probably directed 
every aspect of it from the lighting and composition through to the development, 
printing, maybe even the layout and design. This is a Stak. BMW wanted a singular 
vision. They wanted an auteur. They wanted a statement. Stak gave them it. He 
crafted a message, to be delivered to an audience, a clear statement about what 
BMW is. You don’t need to be semiotics professor to read this text. Stak the auteur 
has taken a photograph that tells a single, simple story. The BMW is not stirred. The 
singular vision matches the singular car through a singular message. A singular way 
of seeing. 

Shaken not stirred is not shaken and not stirred. It is still. Movable. Fixed. Testament 
to a scopic regime of auteurs and meanings, decisive moments and vision. Of 
course, like any other texts it is polysemic, a site of struggle. But Stak-the auteur’s 
job was to craft a readerly text, to narrow down that site, those possible meanings. 
Shaken not stirred is feted as proof that this can be done.

But now the new network scopic regime, the network imager imag(in)es BMW in 
countless ways, stacked in the Haystack are millions of needles. Countless 
imag(in)ing, some BMW would welcome, some they may not. Let’s recreate Shaken 
Not Stirred for the new regime.

First, let’s dig into the Haystack. 

http://websta.me/ offers a window into that Haystack. It calls itself an Instagram Web 
Viewer (remember Instagram is owned by Facebook). You can search for a hashtag 
- the keyword assigned by the imager. If you like you can then create a mosaic of 
those imaginings. But let’s take it one stage further and create a Live window into the 
Haystack

https://flickrit.com/index.php offers the same window into the world of imagers - non-
auteurs imagining BMW across the distributed web, not just on Instagram but also on 
Flickr and elsewhere. Again you can pick any hashtag, we can use the ones we 

http://websta.me/
https://flickrit.com/index.php
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found most popular on websta.me. The site’s software will burrow into the Haystack 
and pull the distributed imaginings into a slideshow, one we cannot control or predict. 
This is window into the imagining of BMW and arguably it is an ‘advert’ for BMW.

Now let’s create our Shaken not stirred for the new regime. Firstly, I recreated the 
original Stak advert as three sections: Stak’s image; the headlines and the text. 

I then arranged them using HTML and CSS as a simple webpage: http://
theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK. 

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html class="html" lang="en-US">
 <head>

  <script type="text/javascript">
   if(typeof Muse == "undefined") window.Muse = {}; window.Muse.assets = {"required":
["jquery-1.8.3.min.js", "museutils.js", "jquery.watch.js", "index.css"], "outOfDate":[]};
</script>
  
  <meta http-equiv="Content-type" content="text/html;charset=UTF-8"/>
  <meta name="generator" content="2014.3.0.295"/>
  <title>LCCSTAK - The STAK</title>
  <!-- CSS -->

   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/site_global.css"/>
  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/index.css" id="pagesheet"/>
  <!-- Other scripts -->
  <script type="text/javascript">
   document.documentElement.className += ' js';
</script>
   </head>
 <body>

http://websta.me
http://theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK
http://theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK
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  <div class="clearfix" id="page"><!-- column -->
   <div class="clearfix colelem" id="pu90"><!-- group -->
    <div class="clip_frame grpelem" id="u90"><!-- image -->

<!-- THIS SECTION INCLUDES STAK'S PHOTO -->

     <img class="block" id="u90_img" src="http://www.theinternationale.com/stak_photo.jpg" 
alt="" width="800" height="406"/>

<!-- AND THIS IS THE END OF THAT SECTION -->

    </div>
    <img class="grpelem" id="u110-4" alt="SHAKEN." width="120" height="48" src="http://
www.theinternationale.com/u110-4.png"/><!-- rasterized frame -->
    <img class="grpelem" id="u117-4" alt="NOT STIRRED." width="159" height="48" 
src="http://www.theinternationale.com/u117-4.png"/><!-- rasterized frame -->

   </div>
   <div class="clip_frame colelem" id="u96"><!-- image -->
    <img class="block" id="u96_img" src="http://www.theinternationale.com/stak_text.jpg" 
alt="" width="800" height="91"/>
   </div>
   <div class="verticalspacer"></div>
   <div align="right">
   <a href="http://www.theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK/index1.html">HaySTAK >></a>
   </div>
  </div>
 
   </body>
</html>

Now in order to change the imaginaries to our Live window, we simply swap out 
Stak’s picture for the Stream by cutting out the code that tells the Browser to pull in 
my copy of Stak’s image, hosted on my server and replace it with the flickrit code 
that pulls in the Stream from the Haystack. In fact we pull it in twice with two different 
tags, so we get the same dual image format.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html class="html" lang="en-US">
 <head>

  <script type="text/javascript">
   if(typeof Muse == "undefined") window.Muse = {}; window.Muse.assets = {"required":
["jquery-1.8.3.min.js", "museutils.js", "jquery.watch.js", "index.css"], "outOfDate":[]};
</script>
  
  <meta http-equiv="Content-type" content="text/html;charset=UTF-8"/>
  <meta name="generator" content="2014.3.0.295"/>
  <title>LCCSTAK - The HaySTAK</title>
  <!-- CSS -->

   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/site_global.css"/>
  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="css/index.css" id="pagesheet"/>
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  <!-- Other scripts -->
  <script type="text/javascript">
   document.documentElement.className += ' js';
</script>
   </head>
 <body>

  <div class="clearfix" id="page"><!-- column -->
   <div class="clearfix colelem" id="pu90"><!-- group -->
    <div class="clip_frame grpelem" id="u90"><!-- image -->

<!-- THIS SECTION INCLUDES STAK'S PHOTO -->

   <iframe id='iframe' align="right" src='//flickrit.com/slideshowholderinstagram.php?
height=451&width=400size=big&tags=BMW&credit=1&thumbnails=0&transition=0&layoutTyp
e=fixed&sort=0' scrolling='no' frameborder='0' width='400' height='461'></iframe>
<iframe id='iframe' align="left" src='//flickrit.com/slideshowholderinstagram.php?
height=451&width=400size=big&tags=BMWgram&credit=1&thumbnails=0&transition=0&layo
utType=fixed&sort=0' scrolling='no' frameborder='0' width='400' height='461'></iframe>
<!-- AND THIS IS THE END OF THAT SECTION -->

    </div>
    <img class="grpelem" id="u110-4" alt="SHAKEN." width="120" height="48" src="http://
www.theinternationale.com/u110-4.png"/><!-- rasterized frame -->
    <img class="grpelem" id="u117-4" alt="NOT STIRRED." width="159" height="48" 
src="http://www.theinternationale.com/u117-4.png"/><!-- rasterized frame -->

   </div>
   <div class="clip_frame colelem" id="u96"><!-- image -->
    <img class="block" id="u96_img" src="http://www.theinternationale.com/stak_text.jpg" 
alt="" width="800" height="91"/>
   </div>
   <div class="verticalspacer"></div>
   <div align="left">
   <a href="http://www.theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK/index.html"><< STAK</a>
   </div>
  </div>
 
   </body>
</html>

 
Now we reload and: http://theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK/index1.html

http://theinternationale.com/LCCSTAK/index1.html
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Incidentally, this simple bit of copy and paste highlights an important issue about this 
new scope regime, its deep materiality. We might be dealing with JPEG digital files 
but there is nothing visual about this. When we pulled in my original remaking of the 
advert, the files this browser downloaded were on my server which is currently at IP 
address 5.100.152.126 which is physically in the British Virgin Islands. When we 
swapped for the Haystack images, our browser called files from the Haystack 
servers (one of any number of possible locations) via the flickrit server located at  IP 
address 173.236.156.191 in California. This simple demonstration used undersea 
cables, material infrastructures, carbon dependent clouds. This imaging may not be 
on the celluloid of Stak’s original film, but it is equally real and material.

We’re here to pay tribute to a great photographer, a man whose photographs and 
way of seeing for his clients is justly celebrated. But you as the next generation of 
advertising imagers and us as the academics preparing you, face a very different 
world. 

There are economic issues: in a network world where anyone and everyone images 
and imagines, who’ll pay for a photographer?
There are political issues: in a network world where your imaging sits alongside 
racist and sexist representations out of your control, whose message is it?
There are legal issues: in a network world where sampling and remixing imaginings 
is as simple as cut and pasting some javascript, whose images are they?
There are ethical issues: what are our responsibilities as an imager in a networked 
world of networked meanings and power relations?

As photographer-imagers your images are ones among many. Your vision Streams 
alongside many others. Your message harmonises or jars with countless others. 
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As advertising professionals your messages are ones among many. Your 
representation Streams alongside many others. It harmonises or jars with countless 
others.

And finally, I leave my colleagues with a  question: as advertising academics, what 
do we teach?


